
Hard Drive Enclosure Orico HDD, 3.5 Inch, 4 Bay, USB 3.0 typ Ref: 6936761894173
Hard Drive Enclosure Orico HDD, 3.5 Inch, 4 Bay, USB 3.0 type B

Orico external enclosure for 4 2.5/3.5" hard drives
This versatile external enclosure by Orico will accommodate up to 4 2.5/3.5" SATA HDDs/SSDs with capacities up to 16TB each. The USB
3.0  interface  provides  file  transfer  speeds  of  up  to  5Gbps.  A  built-in  150W power  adapter  ensures  stable  operation.  The  enclosure  is
user-friendly, easy to install and durable - it will prove itself in many different applications.
 
Copy your files in just a few moments
Tired of waiting endlessly for your files to be copied? We have excellent news for you! The Orico enclosure supports the SATA 3.0 to USB
3.0 connection scheme and the UASP protocol to deliver transfer speeds of up to 5Gbps. Now it takes only 3 seconds to transfer about
1GB of data. Your photos, videos or documents will be copied in no time!
 
Reliable power source
The product comes with a brand new and improved 150W power adapter. So you can enjoy smooth, stable and reliable operation of the
case. Such an optimized power source will make you forget about any delays, device stuttering or connection problems.
 
Up to 64TB of space for your files
Get even more storage space for your files. The enclosure is designed for up to 4 hard drives. The capacity of each of them can be up to
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16TB. So in total you have the possibility to enjoy up to 64TB of additional storage space!
 
Even longer hard drive life
Save energy and enjoy a longer life for your hard drive. The enclosure uses modern, intelligent design to automatically go into the sleep
mode after 10 minutes of inactivity. What does this mean? Reducing hard drive usage helps prolong its lifespan. It also reduces power
consumption.
 
Dual heat dissipation system
Concerned  that  your  device  might  overheat?  Don't  be!  The  product  is  equipped  with  a  double  heat  dissipation  system.  A  quiet,
high-powered  fan  ensures  reliable  convection,  which,  combined  with  the  honeycomb-shaped  holes  in  the  enclosure,  keeps  the
temperature at an optimal level.
 
Effective protection against damage
This  is  not  the  end  of  the  solutions  used  in  the  production  process  to  increase  the  safety  of  use.  The  product  is  equipped  with  a
protection system against short circuit, overcurrent, leakage and overvoltage. So you can be sure that both the case and the hard drives
inside are properly protected against damage.
 
Created to meet the diverse needs of users
Mounting and using the case will not cause you any problem. The product is compatible with most 2.5"/3.5" SATA hard drives. You don't
even  have  to  use  tools  to  insert  them into  the  selected  compartments!  LED indicators  and  an  easily  accessible  switch  allow for  easy
operation of the enclosure. Note: we also recommend using the Orico 1125SS adapter.
 
Detailed design
The enclosure is made from a durable aluminum alloy and is up to 4mm thick. This makes it extremely durable and resistant to damage.
Each hard drive compartment is equipped with a security lock, so you can further protect your data. Moreover, non-slip pads located on
the bottom of the device allow you to place it stably on any flat surface.
 
In the box
External enclosure for 4 hard drives
Certification
User manual
Power cord
USB cable
Brand
Orico
Model
9548U3-EX-EU-BK-BP
Material
Aluminum alloy
Number of hard drive bays
4
Output interface
USB 3.0 type B
Transmission speed
Up to 5Gbps on USB 3.0 port
Dimensions
258x146x161mm
Supported Capacity
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Max. 64TB
Supported Systems
Windows, Mac OS, Linux
Power Supply
Built-in 150W adapter
Cable length
1.5m

Price:

€ 196.00

IT Accessories, Docking Stations
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